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Abstract
We extend the projective covariant bookmaker’s bets model to the forecasting gam-
blers case. The probability of correctness of forecasts shifts probabilities of branch-
ing. The formula for the shift of probabilities leads to the velocity addition rule of
the special theory of relativity. In the absence of information about bookmaker’s
wagers the stochastic logarithmic rates completely determines the optimal stakes of
forecast gambler.
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1 Introduction
First, the true in Aristotle’s law of syllogism, the individuals’ preferences, the
market prices are transitive [1]. The transitivity is the fundamental property
of effective markets. (However the different point of view was analysed e.g.
in [2,3,4].) Second, in the asset closed games with incomplete information the
player’s profit as the logarithmic rate fulfils the first law of thermodynamics
[5]. What are the connections between the first and the second observations?
The considerations presented bellow try to answer this question. This problem
concern the gamblers strategies based on Kelly criterion [6,5].
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2 Quantitative transitivity property
Let us consider the transitivity property of the sequence u : M×M → R on
quantities of goods. In the absence of transaction costs (or, dually, when we
neglect market scale effects) the relative prices (or the growth ratios in time)
uXY fulfil
uAB ⊙ uBC ⊙ uCA = 1 , (1)
where ⊙ is any multiplication, uXY ∈ R+, A,B,C, ... are the symbols of the
units of goods, or the moments of the market time. Let us describe the above
property (1) in the logarithmic quantities that fulfil the transitivity law in
additive form that is convenient for statistical operations:
rAB ⊕ rBC ⊕ rCA = 0 , (2)
where rXY := ln uXY . Further on we will call “addition” ⊕ the r-addition.
In the ring of real numbers we can write Eq. (2) in the form of a condition,
that the value of some function f : R3 → R is zero:
f(rAB, rBC , rCA) = 0 .
We require that this equation has a unique solution, that is symmetric with
respect to all permutations of indexes A,B,C, scale free and rXX = 0 . Then
we can restrict generally this function f to be of the following linear form
(when we choose the natural units for rXY ):
rAB + rBC + rCA = 0
for unbounded domain of rXY (that is well known case of logarithmic rate),
or
rAB + rBC + rCA + rAB rBC rCA = 0 when rAB ∈ [−1, 1] .
After ordering, we have:
rAC = rAB ⊕ rBC :=
rAB + rBC
1 + rAB rBC
. (3)
The above formula looks like the Einstein velocity addition law of the spe-
cial relativity theory, expressed in the unit of the light velocity (the maximal
velocity c = 1). Further considerations will be devoted to this very bounded
case of “rate”. Substituting (probability Ansatz) rXY = p1XY − p2XY , where
pjXY ∈ [0, 1] and p1XY + p2XY = 1 we obtain the r-addition rule (3) in the
simplest form:
p1AC
p2AC
=
p1AB
p2AB
p1BC
p2BC
, (4)
or (in the logarithms) in the form of ordinary addition on the group (R,+). For
this reason this logarithmic “rate of rate” 1
2
ln p1XY
p2XY
is convenient in calcula-
tions and is known as rapidity in the special theory of relativity. Eq. (4) is the
2
unique projective invariant known by ancient mathematicians as Menelaus’
theorem (see Fig. 2) [7].
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Fig. 1. Mutually dual ancient nomographs (slide rules), respectively Menelaus’ and
Ceva’s theorems: p1AC
p2AC
= p1AB
p2AB
p1BC
p2BC
, where: p1AB = λAB|AL|, p2AB = λAB |LB|,
p1BC = λBC |BK|, p2BC = λBC |KC|, p1AC = λAC |AM |, p2AC = λAC |MC|,
for λAB , λBC , λAC ∈ R+.
3 Canonical model: two-horse race
The bounded domain of the logarithmic rate rXY appears not only in the spe-
cial theory of relativity. We can observe this case in a lot of simple stochastic
models. Let us assume that in the bookmaker game the gambler (say: the
forecast-gambler, f-gambler) predicts future results of, for simplicity, two-horse
races better than the average gambler. Let p1AB be the probability of correct-
ness of her/his forecast, and let p2AB be the probability of her/his mistake.
F-gambler’s knowledge rAB decomposes two element space of events (the race
results) in four element space, see Fig. 3.
W B
1
p1BC p2BC
rAB−→
W B
p1
p1AC|1 p2AC|1
or
W B
p2
p1AC|2 p2AC|2
Fig. 2. F-gambler’s knowledge cracks space of events.
Indexes 1, 2, 1BC, 2BC, 1(2)AC|1, denote respectively the events: “the f-
gambler places a bet on the white horse (W)”, “the f-gambler places a bet
on the black horse (B)”, “the white horse win”, “the black horse win”, and
“good (bad) guessing when the white horse win”. The indexes to the left of
the vertical bar | represent the events and the expressions to the right of the
vertical bar represent the conditions. rAB = p1AB − p2AB. We assume that
events AB, BC are stochastically independent.
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Let us describe (c.f. [5]) the sum of wagers from all the gamblers of the bet on
event j by INj , and the percentage share of f-gambler’s capital in four cases of
bookmakers’ bets by ljk (or equivalently by lj|k), L = (lkj). F-gambler’s profit
in a concrete horse race is equal to the projective invariant logarithmic rate
[5]:
zk|j = zkj := ln(1 +
IN3−k
INk
lkj − l(3−k)j) .
And let us form the matrix P of probabilities of all four elementary events:
P = (pkj) :=


p1ABp1BC p2ABp1BC
p2ABp2BC p1ABp2BC

 .
Then the f-gambler expected profit is equal to:
EZ(L) :=
2∑
k,j=1
pkjzkj =
2∑
k,j=1
pkj ln(1 +
IN3−k
INk
lkj − l(3−k)j) ,
where Z := (zkj). The rational f-gambler bets the stakes L¯ = (l¯kj) such that
her/his expected profit is the maximal one:
EZ(L¯) := max
l11,l12,l21,l22
{EZ(L)} .
Now, rationally, we find the global maximum of the function EZ(L).
4 Maximizing profit strategy
After standard differential calculations we obtain that the f-gambler’s maximal
profit is given by:
EZ(L¯) = DZ − SAC . (5)
The first component of the maximal profit in (5) is the seer’s profit i.e. the
profit on unpopularity of the winning bet:
DZ = −
∑
j=1,2
pjBC ln
INj
IN1+IN2
,
and the second denotes the (minus) Boltzmann/Shannon entropy −SAC of the
forecast:
SAC := −p1
2∑
j=1
pjAC|1 ln pjAC|1 − p2
2∑
j=1
pjAC|2 ln pjAC|2 .
The profit difference −SAC −
∑
j pjBC ln pjBC between the rational forecast
and the seer’s forecast (rAB = 0) does not depend on the sums INj of wagers
from all the gamblers of the bet.
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The two families (l¯1j , l¯2j)∈R
2, j = 1, 2, of the solutions–strategies of extremal
problem are described by the following two straight line equations:
(l¯jj − p1AC|j) IN3−j = (l¯(3−j)j − p2AC|j) INj , j = 1, 2. (6)
In the absence of short positions (a typical restriction on the bets l¯1j , l¯2j ≥ 0)
we assume that the rational f-gambler diversificates the risk in such a way
that she/he bets only possible a minimal part of her/his resources. From all
the strategies (6) we choose the optimal one:
if p1AC|jIN3−j > p2AC|jINj
then l¯∗jj = p1AC|j − p2AC|j
INj
IN3−j
, l¯∗(3−j)j = 0
else l¯∗(3−j)j = p2AC|j − p1AC|j
IN3−j
INj
, l¯∗jj = 0 .
If we do not have the information about proportion of sums of wagers IN1
IN2
then we use famous Laplaces Principle of Indifference (IN1 = IN2), and
the optimal stakes are (in the form of the step function with jump at zero,
[r]+ := max{r, 0}):
L¯∗ =


[rAC|1]+ [−rAC|2]+
[−rAC|1]+ [rAC|2]+

 . (7)
We have four cases of play: normal game (max-strategy is diagonal), mise`re
game (antidiagonal) and two mixed normal-mise`re games (horizontal).
5 Conclusion
The formal description of the bookmaker bets with majority of branches of
events might be created hierarchically as the binary tree with the leafs – el-
ementary events, e.g. by analogy to the construction of tree-shaped key to
compressing/decompressing Huffman code [8]. It follows that our binary bet
is universal , i.e. many kinds of financial decisions we can describe as the sys-
tems based on a hierarchy of formal binary bets. The bet model presented
in [5] and above, as a projective covariant counterpart for basic in financial
economics instruments there are that Arrow-Debreu securities [9,10] has inter-
esting econophysics interpretation in the fields of thermodynamics and special
theory of relativity. In the absence of information about the wagers decom-
position the pair (rAC|1, rAC|2) of “relativity-stochastic” rates in Eq. (7) fully
determines the optimal stakes of f-gambler. Within presented motivation, in
postmodern manner, such a rule we can call the Menelaus-Kelly criterion for
bets [6].
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